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Lecture 11 

Characters and Themes 

Characters: 

The Duchesse de Guermantes 

 “She really is astonishing, the little Duchess,” said M. d’Argencourt, pointing to 

Mme de Guermantes who was talking to G. “Whenever there’s a prominent person in the 

room you’re sure to find him sitting with her. Evidently that must be the lion of the party 

over there. It can’t be M. de Borelli everyday, or M. Schlumberger or M. d’Avenel. But 

then it’s bound to be M. Pierre Loti or M. Edmond Rostand. Yesterday evening at the 

Doudeauvilles’, where by the way she was looking splendid in her emerald tiara and a 

pink dress with a long train, she had M. Deschanel on one side and the German 

Ambassador on the other; she was holding forth to them about China. The general public, 

at a respectful distance where they couldn’t hear what was being said, were wondering 

whether there wasn’t going to be war. Really, you’d have said she was a queen holding 

her circle.” —The Guermantes Way 3: 286 

The Guermantes Family 

Marcel has just met Mme de Marsantes, the sister of the duc de Guermantes and the 

baron de Charlus. We have here a forecast of what he is to learn later about the 

Guermantes family and heredity: 

Later, I was always taken aback when I have learned, in that society, that melancholy, 

pure, self-sacrificing women, venerated like ideal saints in stained-glass windows, had 

flowered from the same genealogical stem as brothers who were brutal, debauched and 

vile. Brothers and sisters, when they are identical in features as were the duc de 

Guermantes and Mme de Marsantes, ought (I felt) to have a single intellect in common, a 

similar heart, like a person would have who may have good or bad moments but in whom 

nevertheless one cannot expect to find a vast breadth of outlook if his mental range is 

narrow or a sublime abnegation if he is hard-hearted. —The Guermantes Way 3: 337-38 
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Charles Morel 

 These two paragraphs provide additional traits of Morel. He is brash and he 

intends through his music and future social connections to rise about his status as a 

member of the servant class: 

 I soon discovered that Morel’s son was extremely ‘go-getting.’ Thus at this first 

meeting he asked me, being something of a composer as well and capable of setting short 

poems to music, whether I knew any poet who had a good position in ‘aristo’ society. I 

mentioned one. He did not know the work of this poet and had never heard his name, of 

which he made a note. And I was to discover that shortly afterwards he wrote to the poet, 

telling him that, being a fanatical admirer of his work, he, Morel, had composed a 

musical setting for one of his sonnets and would be grateful if the author would arrange 

for its performance at the Comtesse So-and-so’s. This was going a little too fast and 

exposing his hand. The poet, taking offence, made no reply. —The Guermantes Way 3: 

359 

 While the young Morel was showing the photographs to me, I noticed that he 

affected to speak to me as to an equal. He derived from saying ‘you’ to me as often, and 

‘sir’ as seldom as possible the pleasure of one whose father had never ventured, when 

addressing my parents, upon anything but the third person. Almost all these photographs 

bore an inscription such as: “To my best friend.” One actress, less grateful and more 

circumspect than the rest, had written: “To the best of friends,” which enabled her (so I 

was assured) to say afterwards that my uncle was in no sense and had never been her best 

friend but was merely the friend who had done the most little services for her, the friend 

she made use of, a good, kind man, in other words an old fool. In vain might young 

Morel seek to divest himself of his lowly origin, one felt that the shade of my uncle 

Adolphe, venerable and gigantic in the eyes of the old servant, had never ceased to hover, 

almost a sacred vision, over the childhood and youth of the son. While I was turning over 

the photographs Charles Morel examined my room. And as I was looking for somewhere 

to put them, “How is it,” he asked me (in a tone in which the reproach had no need to be 

emphasized, so implicit was it in the words themselves), “that I don’t see a single 

photograph of your uncle in your room?” I felt the blood rise to my cheeks and 
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stammered: “Why, I don’t believe I have one.” “What, you haven’t a single photograph 

of your uncle Adolphe, who was so fond of you! I’ll send you one of the governor’s—

he’s got stacks of them—and I hope you will put it in the place of honor above that chest 

of drawers, which incidentally came to you from your uncle.” It is true that, as I had not 

even a photograph of my father or mother in my room, there was nothing so very 

shocking in there not being one of my uncle Adolphe. But it was easy enough to see that 

for old Morel, who had trained his son in the same way of thinking, my uncle was the 

important person in the family, from whom my parents derived only a dim reflected 

glory. I was in higher favor, because my uncle used constantly to say to his valet that I 

was going to turn out a sort of Racine, or Vaulabelle, and Morel regarded me almost as 

an adopted son, as a favorite child of my uncle. —The Guermantes Way 3: 358-59 

Robert de Saint-Loup 

 Note the description of Saint-Loup’s body and how it has been trained to perform. 

Marcel realizes now why Saint-Loup, who, one day at Doncières, was riding by on a 

horse, failed to return his friendly greeting: 

I had already observed at Balbec that, side by side with that childlike sincerity of his face, 

the skin of which by its transparence made visible the sudden surge of his emotions, his 

body had been admirably trained to perform a certain number of well-bred 

dissimulations, and that, like a consummate actor, he could, in his regimental and in his 

social life, play alternately quite different roles. In one of his roles he loved me tenderly, 

and behaved towards me almost as if he was my brother; my brother he had been, and 

was now again, but for a moment that day he had been another person who did not know 

me and who, holding the reins, his monocle screwed into his eye, without a look or a 

smile had lifted his disengaged hand to the peak of his cap to give me correct military 

salute. —The Guermantes Way 3:234 
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Themes: 

Flowers and Trees 

 As we have seen, Proust excels at describing flowers and trees and often 

associates them with his major themes of love and desire. In this passage, while Marcel 

waits outside for Saint-Loup to fetch Rachel, the flowering trees recalls those he saw as a 

child in Combray: 

 While I waited I strolled up and down the road, past these modest gardens. If I 

raised my head I could see now and then girls sitting in the windows, but outside, in the 

open air, at the height of a half-landing, dangling here and there among the foliage, light 

and pliant in their fresh mauve frocks, clusters of young lilacs swayed in the breeze 

without heeding the passer-by who was turning his eyes towards their green arbor. I 

recognized in them the purple-clad platoons posted at the entrance to M. Swann's park in 

the warm spring afternoons, like an enchanting rustic tapestry. I took a path which led me 

into a meadow. A cold wind swept through it, as at Combray, but in the middle of this 

rich, moist, rural land, which might have been on the banks of the Vivonne, there had 

nevertheless arisen, punctual at the trysting place like all its band of brothers, a great 

white pear tree which waved smilingly in the sun's face, like a curtain of light 

materialized and made palpable, its flowers shaken by the breeze but polished and frosted 

with silver by the sun's rays. —The Guermantes Way 3: 207-08 

 

Habit/Prison 

 After describing the “web of [social] isolation” that surrounds Mme de 

Villeparisis, Marcel speaks in general about the difference between our aspirations and 

our behavior. Note again the habit/prison theme: 

 In the same way the web of isolation, of inactivity in which a neurasthenic lives 

may be woven by him from morning to night without thereby seeming endurable, and 

while he is hastening to add another mesh to the net which holds him captive, it is 

possible that he is dreaming only of dancing, sport and travel. We strive all the time to 
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give our life its form, but we do so by copying willy-nilly, like a drawing, the features of 

the person that we are and not of the person we should like to be. —The Guermantes Way 

3: 250 

The unknowable other 

 Robert was ignorant of almost all the infidelities of his mistress, and tormented 

himself over what were mere nothings compared with the real life of Rachel, a life that 

began every day only after he had left her. He was ignorant of almost all these 

infidelities. One could have told him of them without shaking his confidence in Rachel. 

For it is a charming law of nature, which manifests itself in the heart of the most complex 

social organisms, that we live in perfect ignorance of those we love. —The Guermanes 

Way 3: 382 


